









IS IT POSSIBLE TO CONSTRUCT A CANON OF TV PROGRAMMES? IMMANENT READING VERSUS TEXTUAL-HISTORICISM

DUE DATE 31 JULY

Any canon or 'list of greats' discriminates. That is its purpose. A canon tells us what is important, what we need to know, and what it regards as having enduring value. Any good canon will also expose its biases and its underlying rationales. Now that TV has become an object of study, it too is subjected to the activity of canon-building, if only because students choose to study and write about one programme, series or genre rather than another. A canon is implicit in every such choice. But TV presents a number of unusual difficulties in relation to the activity of canon-building, as is clear to everyone who has been asked "what are the 50 best or most important TV programmes?". Elsewhere, I have examined the problems that such canon building faces in relation to the fiftieth anniversary of the avowedly populist channel ITV (Ellis 2005). It is clear that one problem with such choices is that TV is more than simply its texts. It encompasses a shared viewing experience for millions of people. Even its texts are difficult to define and compare: how do you choose between The Six O'Clock News (BBC1 ongoing) and Cathy Come Home (BBC 16 November 1966), between a vast series and a single influential programme, and between very different genres? This becomes even more difficult when another underlying principle of canon construction is added into the process: the criterion of 'lasting value'. When this is applied to TV, it highlights the contrast between two different interpretive procedures.  

It seems that there are indeed two contrasting interpretive procedures are in use in the emerging field of broadcasting or television studies. One studies texts in their historical context, tying meaning to the period in which the programme was made. The other centres itself on the texts and the potential meanings that they carry, reinterpreting them through a modern optic​[1]​. The tension between these approaches, the textual-historical and the immanent, is already beginning to emerge despite broadcast television’s tiny historical span of a little more than a half century. That this should be the case demonstrates a key feature of broadcasting as a medium: the intimate connections between its programmes and the moment of their intended broadcast. So tight is this connection between broadcast TV programmes and their moment of transmission that programmes very quickly become 'dated' for a number of different reasons. Nevertheless, it is still a shock to encounter the sheer otherness of programmes that, to even a viewer of my age, were once easy to engage with and transparent in their meanings.

The tension between textual-historicism and immanent reading as interpretive procedures is nothing unique​[2]​. Indeed, it is the tension between hermeneutics (understanding a text by relating it to its context) and exegesis (drawing out the immanent meaning of a text through understanding its own inner meaning). So examples of the contrast between these approaches can be drawn from the study of written texts, although I believe that the phenomenon of an intensely time-tied medium like broadcasting raises some distinctive problems.

Textual-historicism is the province of a whole genre of writing about Shakespeare, which seeks to trace how differing epochs have staged his texts (e.g. Wells 1966, Schafer 1998). This textual-historicism demonstrates that each century and culture has its own Shakespeare. Another form of textual-historicism will seek the roots of Shakespeare’s inventions within the culture and events of his own times (e.g. Jardine 1996). By contrast, a textualist approach to Shakespeare seeks to widen the possibilities of meaning, tracing the twists and turns of possible implication lying dormant in each phrase (e.g. Kermode 2001).

The starkest example of immanent reading at work is offered by studies of the Bible. Since the Bible has been widely regarded as the nearest thing we have to the word of God, interpretations of it have generated actions, readings of it have changed the world. The Bible has provided rich material for immanent reading, since it contains many voices from differing periods and, in the New Testament, a series of different accounts of the life and works of Jesus. In the face of the rampant polysemy of the Bible, textual-historical interpretation has remained a minority approach except where history is drawn in to bolster one reading over another. A textual-historicist approach to the Bible would attempt to locate its constituent texts back into the periods and societies that produced them. But such an activity is regarded as suspect since it reduces the polysemy of the texts, and indeed their subsequent cultural importance. As Francis Watson wrote when reviewing one such attempt: 

“To locate the biblical world so exclusively in the distant past is to marginalise the texts' own claim to come from that past in order to address each subsequent present. This claim has generated rich and enduring interpretative traditions in both Christian and Jewish communities, for whom biblical texts continue to mediate divine reality. In severing the Bible from the interpretative traditions it has generated, one simply destroys it. If the proposed "historical contexts" prove surprisingly inhospitable to the biblical texts, this may suggest 
that one is looking for the biblical world in the wrong place" (Watson 2003)​[3]​

Watson’s position as a believer leads him to regard the biblical text not as a historically situated artefact but as an active guidance in successive present conjunctures. He believes that the Biblical text internally claims to be the word of God seen through the eyes of men. As such, its words produce thought and action. He proposes the text as an actively reinterpreted thing. Old meanings and source meanings don’t matter: what matters is how it can be used in the present. At its weakest, Watson’s argument is leads to a position that there is no intrinsic meaning in the text at all, that everything lies in the beliefs of the beholder. But at its strongest, his argument is one for a dynamic text which continues to be used and to be relevant, a text that renews itself with each interpretation. For the immanent reader, the Bible is that most valuable of creations, one that endures despite the centuries and the changes of habit and fashion. This leads to a position that sees the biblical text as beyond exhaustive interpretation, a totality that nevertheless resists total interpretation. 

Watson criticised a textual-historicist approach to the Bible. A religiously based defence of textual-historicism on the other hand would emphasise the need to strip out that which distorts the word of God, the historically specific concerns which get in the way of what is being said. Or again and more subtly, textual-historical study would be able to demonstrate how that which could be claimed to being divine and eternal is always glimpsed through the historically and geographically specific. Textual-historicism can help the faithful to realise that many of the Bible’s prohibitions and exhortations relate specifically to one place and moment, and should be adapted to suit other times and places rather than be taken up wholesale. Textual-historical study might also explain some of the self-evident oddities of the text, for the Bible contains a number of passages that are far less visited than others. Textual-historical interpretation can then be seen as reinforcing the importance of the text, drawing it away from wilful and partial interpretation, an activity that is sometimes known as ‘heresy’. 

Watson’s refutation of textual-historicism runs the risk of conflating the endurance of faiths over millennia with the text which is at their centre; of confusing beliefs with the book. Behind his nervousness in the face of a historical interpretation lies a view that historical interpretation diminishes not the text so much as the institutions of faith that use it. But a textual-historical view of that text simply tries to provide an account of the concrete process which brought the text into being. It would be another history entirely to explain why the faiths that used this book have endured. 

Understandings of the Bible show very clearly the differences between a immanent reading and a textual-historical approach, and the strengths and weaknesses of each. Immanent reading privileges interpretation and the continuing vitality and relevance of the text. Textual-historicism seeks to orient that process of interpretation by referring the text back to the context of its creation. Textual-historical and immanent approaches to the Bible stand in clear contrast to each other. The Bible is a self-evidently historical text, composed of elements drawn from a long and fascinating process of collective writing. Yet what matters to most people is not its historically specific nature but what it says to them now, what they can get out of it and do with it. This is an enabling process. However, it has also created huge difficulties throughout the history of the Christian era. The Bible generates meanings that guide people’s lives; but it also generates meanings that blight lives and produce conflict. This is particularly the case when readings of the Bible are not tempered by awareness of the historical nature of the text. 

I am not about to argue that television programmes have the same status as the Bible. The greatest thing they have in common is that both are mandatory items in the hotel rooms of the Western world​[4]​. The Bible is a finite text that has a unique cultural status. Television is endless and everyday. Its programmes are the opposite of the biblical text in that they contain no claims to any kind of pan-historical relevance. They claim relevance to their time only, and that time-frame is often conceived as being extremely short. Yet the contrasting approaches to the biblical text that I have outlined can illuminate what is becoming the central problem of television studies as it develops. Immanent reading and textual-historicism will be as sharply opposed as they are in biblical studies because of the fundamental nature of the broadcast TV that has developed in the last fifty years.

Television technology has been developed as domestic​[5]​ and constantly present​[6]​. This broadcast form of television has come to dominate our understanding of the medium. It emphasises the everyday. Television is always with its audience, constantly available and watched an average of three hours a day​[7]​. Television programmes are made for a moment in time, which was originally a single transmission after which the programme was often discarded. Some programmes (news, chat shows etc) still are still made this way, but increasingly programmes (especially drama) are made for a commercial life of several years which can encompass their sale as boxed sets of series as well as repeat viewings and syndication. The first moment of transmission, like the first release of a cinema film, remains the primary point of reference and the moment of definitive cultural impact.

Television programming is heavily time-tied. A sense of intimacy with the audience is generated by the use of references to a shared present moment, using terms like ‘here’ and ‘today’, ‘we’ and ‘you’, ‘is’ rather than ‘was’. Drama aims towards topicality, aspiring to becoming either a topic of conversation because of its issues; or a common point of reference (as in “Are you watching Desperate Housewives?’); or a comforting feature of existence (as in Heartbeat or Rosemary and Thyme​[8]​. 

The everydayness of TV presents real difficulties of interpretation for the historian. References are made to a common present moment, and relatively wide assumptions are made about shared assumptions about the conventions of human behaviour. Questions of taste and fashion, which are intensely time-tied, are frequently used to place characters and relate them to each other. Who in fifty years’ time will be able to place the character of Gabrielle Solis in Desperate Housewives as instantly as we do by her taste in clothing, home décor and vehicle? No dialogue is needed to set up a character whose stairway displays a series of portraits of herself in sub-Warhol primary colours, along with an expert copy in oils of a Titian Madonna and Child over the fireplace.

Such issues of taste lose their meaning all too quickly. Older TV programmes tend to look simply ‘quaint’ to those too young to have lived the moment as the present. The references are lost on them unless the viewer has acquired some sense of fashion history. For those who lived through the period, the references remain clear, but another effect begins to develop. This is an odd sense of the period being ‘older than I feel’, of being more distant psychically than it is in literal years. Because such viewers now inhabit a different everyday reality with its own references and assumptions, a set of conflicting feelings begins to develop. An initial sense of nostalgia, an easy familiarity with the period, soon begins to pall. It gives way to a set of vague uneasinesses, a disbelief at the superficial ugliness of clothes, haircuts, furniture and décor, along with a vague discomfort at some of the working assumptions about the nature of life. All those jokes about strikes in programmes of the Seventies, all the unremarked-on smoking, are eloquent of social and political changes that have taken place since.  As a result of both nostalgia and unease, the period feels further away in time and more strange than it ever was at the time. 

So even if you were there at the time, there is something about old TV that feels less comfortable, precisely because it was once so familiar and taken-for-granted. Old television programmes slip over a receding horizon of everydayness as common assumptions change. In addition, television has its own working assumptions, a sense of the contemporary of its own. Anyone trying to use old television as evidence of anything - even those who were 'there at the time' - therefore has to go through a phase of appreciating its status as within the history of television. They have to understand how the particular programme under consideration fitted within the overall universe of television available at that time. The meanings of a programme were (and are) altered by such considerations as:
	Was this a “popular” programme or an “edge of the schedule” risk?
	What was the standard format of the programme and was this a typical programme for the series?
	Was this a typical programme for the format or genre, or an atypical or old-fashioned one? 
	What was the reputation of the programme: what was it ‘known for’ (if indeed it was known for anything), and what expectations had been set up for it by pre-publicity?
	Was the acting style and dialogue perceived as ‘clichéd’, ‘mannered’, ‘theatrical’ or ‘naturalistic’?
	What was the level of budget of this programme and how did it compare with other contemporary productions​[9]​

The older the TV material that is being considered, the clearer it becomes that television programmes are temporarily meaningful and are designed to be so. TV programmes are designed for a particular moment, and care is taken that the language used in many prerecorded programmes still gives the illusion that presenters are speaking directly to their viewers. Comedy is filled with contemporary references, and even drama assumes an often surprising level of common knowledge of the present in its audiences. Entertainment material is ‘cross-sectional’, dense with references to their time, sometimes to the point of being incomprehensible to subsequent generations. This is why the tension between immanent and textual-historicist approaches is central to the development of broadcasting and television studies. Historicist understandings would seem to be necessary in coming to terms with this phenomenon of the temporarily meaningful, both for those who were there at the time and those who are seeking to understand why a given TV text is as it is or meant what it was taken (explicitly or not) to mean. 

A specific example will show how the nature of broadcast TV causes problems of interpretation quite acutely for a drama that is on its way to becoming a part of the canon. It is Alun Owen’s Lena, Oh My Lena, an ITV play in ABC's Armchair Theatre series, directed by Ted Kotcheff and produced by Sydney Newman and shown on 25 September 1960. This programme survives from the period, where Owen’s earlier and much-acclaimed No Trams to Lime Street (ABC for ITV 18 October 1959) does not. Thus it fulfils the first precondition for canonical treatment: it still exists. It has also been rescreened in the era of home VHS taping, so scholars have copies that can be studied: the second precondition. The programme is also felt to be of sufficient interest to have been discussed several times: in John Caughie’s  Television Drama (2000), as a case study in Lez Cooke’s British Television Drama (2003) , and it has a substantial entry on the BFI Screenonline website​[10]​. The programme is one of a series of remarkable experiments with live studio drama in the UK undertaken in the envelope of the Armchair Theatre series. It uses two spectacularly deep sets and composes action and camera movement within them. It was by no means the only such experiment, and it probably owes its survival to a technological experiment: it seems to have been an early example of using the new Ampex tape system to pre-record a live transmission​[11]​. The programme is, crucially, remarkable for its ease with a working class setting, its dynamic and startlingly naturalistic mise-en-scene and for its coherence and power as a drama. 

However, showing to third year students yielded many problems of comprehension because many misunderstood the central dynamic of the drama which involves question both of class and of gender conflict. The drama centres on Tom, a callow student from a working class background who takes on a summer job in a warehouse (Peter McEnery). He starts a flirtation with Lena, a woman working in the neighbouring small factory (Billie Whitelaw). The wise foreman Ted tries to advise him against it (Colin Blakely). Lena is using Tom to taunt Scott her smouldering fiance, who drives the warehouse delivery lorry (Glyn Forbes). A huge variety of puzzled explanations were advanced for Lena’s motivation. She was seen as substantially older than Tom because she appeared mature and ‘in control’ in contrast to Tom’s apparent incompetence and his discomfort around his workmates. Nevertheless, this appeared to conflict with her desire for the dominating Scott whose jealousy she was seeking to provoke. Students began to question the characterisation, asking why Lena she behaved as she did, and why she didn’t simply leave the district if she hated it. They felt the portrayal of Tom was embarrassing and even inappropriate when he explains his attraction to Lena in terms of her being “so real”. The drama had clearly affected these viewers. Its emotional affect remains, but the reasons why the characters act as they do are no longer clear; indeed they are liable to misinterpretation. Tom was seen by one student as the victim of a systematic bullying campaign in which Lena was an active participant if not the ringleader.

Lena Oh My Lena shared a number of assumptions with its audience in 1960 which appear strange less than fifty years later. They relate to the nature of social class; the antagonistic nature of relations between men and women; and the social position of students. The class dimension of the play is crucial. It is set in a milieu that British film and TV were beginning to explore, the industrial working class of (particularly) the North of England. This exploration gathered momentum just as it began to disappear as a typical way of life, under the pressures of the decline of traditional industry, slum clearance and substantial immigration to such localities from the former colonies and beyond. In this working class England, generations had lived and died with social horizons that were restricted though tolerably fulfilling. It is the kind of world that Henry Green portrayed in Living (Green 1929), and Arthur Seaton tried to escape from in Saturday Night and Sunday Morning (d.Karel Reisz 1960). Escape was not really an option for women like Lena in that era. This is a working class world where small differentiations count for much. Ted’s dry ‘Oh yeah’ when Tom reveals that his father is not a worker but a foreman reveals much about them both. It is a milieu where everyone knows every one else’s business, where “Sunday is the worst day in the world. You can go out on Sunday and come back in everything sucked out of you by inquisitiveness in eyes in residential districts…” (Green 1929 p189). To travel away from this milieu, as Green shows, is a major adventure, undertaken at considerable peril. It is also a milieu that, though confining, can find a place in the workforce for Colin, the “simple lad”. 

The particular problems of interpreting the class basis of Lena, Oh My Lena were intensified by the portrayal of the outsider Tom as a student. For young people at university today, when participation is approaching 50% of their generation, the pre-Robbins era of higher education of 1960 is indeed a distant era​[12]​. University education was an immense privilege for a small minority, supported as they were for someone like Tom with a grant that would pay both fees and (at least) term-time living expenses. Tom, though, is in a special category, the working class ‘grammar school boy’ who has made it across the class barriers to get to university. The plight of such individuals is well described by Richard Hoggart, one of their number, in his Uses of Literacy (Hoggart 1957). These boys were chosen for their academic abilities and felt profoundly ill at ease when they went to university, finding themselves in the company of people who took wealth and privilege as their right. Yet by this stage in their lives these grammar school boys were, as Tom is, equally uncomfortable with the people they had grown up with. Their success as grammar school boys required that they take on many of the prevalent cultural values of the middle and upper classes, seeing working class lives as stunted and unfulfilling. This would particularly be the case for a student like Tom, who appears to be studying English Literature in the time of Leavisite values. It was against such values that Hoggart wrote The Uses of Literacy and Raymond Williams reformulated the concept of culture as “a whole way of life” (Williams 1961 57-88 and 1977 pp.11-20). Tom, however, is experiencing these conflicts, which is one of the reasons why the drama is so compelling, screened as it was just three years after Hoggart had identified the phenomenon.   

The drama naturally assumes that its audience can place the characters in the class geography of contemporary Britain, and will be able to identify the dilemmas experienced by Tom. Both have disappeared, but have left sufficient cultural residues that contemporary students could find ways of understanding them. However, the third dimension of Lena, Oh My Lena is less well charted. This is the dimension of ‘sex antagonism’ as it was identified in a ground-breaking piece of anthropological research by Ann Whitehead a few years later (Whitehead 1976).  Studying a rural community in Herefordshire, Whitehead identified the extent to which males and females acted as separate social groups with a marked degree of antagonism between them. This is starkly borne out  by the situation in Lena, Oh My Lena, where the small warehouse where Tom works is an all-make workplace, and Lena’s metal-stamper’s is all-female. Whitehead describes the problems that this pervasive antagonism creates for the process of courtship, and the resulting nature of marriage as an uneasy truce directed towards survival. In Whitehead’s village, there are few social spaces for women; in Lena’s city environment, such spaces do exist, but sex antagonism is still the pervasive habit of mind, as many remarks and attitudes make clear. The idea of a non-sexualised friendship between a woman and a man is unimaginable in this context. This culture of sex antagonism is pervasive in television material of the 1950s and 1960s, but now appears quite strange. Whitehead’s research was itself one of the founding texts of the feminism that brought about the end of this culture. 

Students failed to understand the sexual dynamic between Lena, Tom and Scott because the habits of sex antagonism portrayed were foreign to them; they failed to understand the limits of the working class society assumed by the programme; or the privileged position of students in the period and the consequent resentment felt towards the grammar school boy, and his own confusions about his role. Several aberrant readings were produced as a result, or more precisely, readings which could be supported by watching the text without supporting knowledge of its historical status. For a textual-historicist, such readings are simply wrong; for a scholar trained in the immanent reading approaches associated with literary study, however, they are not necessarily wrong at all. Yet even the most extreme immanent reader would feel uneasy at taking such a position simply because the text is capable of generating such interpretations. Perhaps this is because the text is not a Shakespeare play, for which new interpretations come with each staging, but is a finished work, a particular staging of Owen’s text by Kotcheff and the Armchair Theatre team. A considerable aspect of its importance lies in the innovative TV mise-en-scene and in the performance of the principal actors, especially Billie Whitelaw. 

Yet the pull of immanent reading is a powerful one, both academically and in popular culture. Film studies are often tempted towards immanent reading, and the whole auteurist project could be understood in this way. The auteurist approach consists of treating films as free-standing texts which are then mined internally to discover common themes and tropes. Often this reveals ways of understanding film texts which were simply not available to anyone watching them, however intently, in the context of their original circulation. As Edward Buscombe (1973) wrote of studies of John Ford’s Hollywood films:
“There is no doubt that films such as Donovan’s Reef, Wings of Eagles and especially The Sun shines Bright (almost indecipherable to those unacquainted with Ford’s work) do reveal a great deal of meaning when seen in the context of Ford’s work as a whole”​[13]​ 
The same could be said of “uninteresting” works by other Hollywood directors, like Vincente Minelli’s On a Clear Day You Can See Forever, which gain in meaning when seen in the context of other films credited to the same director. Auteurism is the immanent reading of a body of work usually identified under the label of the name of a particular director. An auteurist study will stand or fall on the quality and interest of the readings it offers of each text, especially readings which are not available through other routes of understanding that text. The approach is intellectually coherent and justifiable and it remains the prime example of immanent reading in the area of audio-visual texts. Auteurism has not taken hold in broadcasting studies as yet, and there are a number of reasons why the terrain of TV is rather more hostile to it. These include an intellectual climate that currently avoids the more purely immanent reading procedures of auteurism. (see Caughie 1981, Nowell-Smith 2003 etc)

However, there are also major differences between film and TV texts themselves and to understand why it is useful to contrast Lena Oh My Lena with the feature films of the period dealing with similar themes. The films of the period present fewer difficulties of interpretation for groups of students. They are still easily accessible and understandable. There are several reasons for this, and to explore them is to understand why immanent reading is a more viable activity than it is in the face of much TV production. Films like Room at the Top (d.Jack Clayton 1958), Woman in a Dressing Gown (d.J.Lee-Thompson 1957), Hell Drivers (d.Cy Endfield 1957) or Saturday Night and Sunday Morning (d. Karel Reisz 1960) are more explicit about their cultural assumptions. They had to be: they were constructed for an extended period of cinema release in the UK, and in the hopes at least of release in other markets, especially the USA. In such circumstances, it was a basic working hypothesis of the scriptwriting and mise-en-scene that such films could not make too many assumptions about what their audiences could know about the situation of the characters. Sometimes this makes the films over-explicit; at other times it leads to compromises in any project of fidelity to contemporary reality. Feature films were forced to universalise in order to ensure universal accessibility. Indeed it was relatively common practice even in the 1930s for the commercial end of the UK film industry to submit UK scripts to the American censors in pre-production to reduce any problems on US release​[14]​. The UK domestic TV dramas of the early Sixties did not need to make such assumptions, and so provided a chance for writers to experiment with a form of realism that deliberately left loose ends and tried to share in the contemporary common assumptions of its defined audiences.

The classic feature film is a more explicit and self-defining text than is much TV drama. Faced with such texts, film studies has felt more at ease with using immanent readings, seeking the inner psycho-dynamic of a text or even possibilities of interpretation that would have been marginal at the time of the film's release. The use of immanent reading has also been made easier by the dominance of a single textual form, the feature film, both in film studies and in the institution of cinema itself. Yet even here the immanent reading can be wildly off-key because these apparently self-contained texts also betray the impact of the everyday on the nature of the text. Any film of the classic cinema period had to work in order to claim and sustain its integrity when it faced audiences. This work is distinct from and in addition to the process of rendering the narrative universally intelligible. As I have attempted to demonstrate in relation to the classic British feature film, the mass cinema was often an unruly place to try to be an immanent reader. Other people in the same space profoundly affected the experience of film-going, sometimes enhancing the experience but all too often articulating conflicting interpretations based on boredom, or disbelief, or 'excessive' credulity. Others were just using the warm dark space for non-film-related activities. So the construction of each feature film and the whole cinema programme during the period of mass cinema seems to expend a lot of effort to 'create the mood', in trying to weld the audience together into a viewing collective, or at least to make sure that they sat down and shut up​[15]​. 

Such mundane and everyday considerations rarely appear in the activity of film studies in relation to specific texts because the form of the text is stable (an enclosed narrative fiction lasting about 90 minutes long). Yet the feature film is a performative text, designed for a specific set of circumstances which themselves are beginning to be historically specific. The need to understand the work that its texts had to perform just to claim their place as a film (as it were) will be something that weighs more on film studies as the era of the mass cinema of the twentieth century begins to recede into memory. It is being replaced by many other ways of using feature films, and the form is responding, often by reducing its levels of universal address. Traditional mass cinema now requires explication where once it could be a cultural taken-for-granted. TV is no different in this need, except that, as I hope my examples have shown, the considerations of the moment of broadcast seem to be more firmly and intimately embedded in the texts than is the moment of cinema performance in films, and so the impact of that moment cannot be so readily ignored.

The impact of the everyday on the fundamental nature of television texts makes it more difficult to create canons, or lists of ‘must see’ programmes. Every age has its own canon of great texts, and one criterion for inclusion in any canon of classics is simply that a text should be amenable to use beyond the confines of the historical context in which they were generated. The idea of the canon is particularly attractive in relation to broadcast TV as it both concentrates on specific texts (rather than structures or history) and creates a clear means of discriminating between the vast swathes of material that exist. We can see how attractive it has been for cinema, where top ten selections are a regular feature in magazines. But in the field of cinema the activity of canon-building has been underpinned by the model of the feature film (about an hour and a half long; shown in cinemas) which has been remarkably durable and means that radically different kinds of work can be seen in some way commensurable. It may well be that television studies cannot easily take an immanent reading turn as has sometimes happened in film studies. There is less consistency of object in TV. If even a single drama like Lena Oh My Lena poses problems because of its temporarily meaningful nature, then the long-form series presents even more problems for textualist approaches. They are simply too big to be encompassed by close reading techniques. Nevertheless, interpretation within television studies inevitably includes an activity of re-use and re-interpretation of television programmes beyond the moment of first use for which it was made.

A canon has already begun to emerge in the popular culture of old television: the release and recirculation of programmes on tape or DVD, the increasing number of repeats and the existence of nostalgia channels like UK Gold. Some genres like situation comedy are more suited to this process than others. Within situation comedy, there are some ‘classics’ which are already becoming canonical. Hancock's Half Hour (BBC 1956-60), Steptoe and Son (BBC 1962-74), Dad’s Army (BBC 1968-70), The Good Life (BBC 1975-8) are all rescreened and circulate on video, gaining a status separate from their historical moment of transmission. However, another strand of comedy is less amenable to such treatment: Till Death Do Us Part (BBC 1968-75) , The Benny Hill Show (BBC 1955-7, 1961, 1964-6, 1968; ATV for ITV 1967; Thames for ITV 1969-89), That Was the Week that Was (BBC 1962-3) . This kind of comedy relates more to its immediate context. The on-screen arguments that made Till Death Do Us Part such compelling television at the time included the overt racism of Alf Garnett, stretching as far as a set-piece episode in a pub where Alf argues with a workmate who proclaims himself to be a ‘Pakky Paddy’, played by Spike Milligan. Richly evocative of then contemporary attitudes, this is scarcely something that would be marketable in the present conjuncture. 

If popular culture is busy building a de facto canon of old television, so is academic discourse. The activity of reinterpretation of texts in different contexts is a familiar habit of aesthetic discourses. The immanent reading approach tends to see the text as a system capable of generating meanings, of which the historically situated is just one. Indeed one measure of the aesthetic value of a work is the degree to which it can generate successive phases of situated readings. This is the durability of Shakespeare. Once television studies has found its Shakespeare, which it is more or less inevitable, some television material, particularly fiction or drama (as UK TV tends to call it) can and will be submitted to immanent readings as well, if only as a response to the continuing dramatic power of the work, or to maintain its currency as a cultural object. This may turn out to be the case with the work of Dennis Potter, for instance. 

In the end, an era will remember what it wants of itself. But what it memorialises may be seen in the future to be a symptom of particular social trends to the exclusion of others. The complexity and range of human activity necessarily means that a small fragment of it can be preserved, and, given our culture's lingering obsession with lasting cultural value, the temporarily meaningful texts will fare badly once they become mere historical curiosities. As a defence against such an inevitable process of loss, academic study can produce scoping studies, trying to rescue and define the broadcast context of material: a context that until recently broadcasting scholars have been able to assume is more or less a constant. Hence a number of models and typologies of broadcasting history have begun to emerge, including my own tentative model of an era of scarcity (to which Lena,Oh My Lena belongs); an era of availability, characterised by a multiplicity of scheduled services; and an emerging era of plenty in which television-type material will be available in on-demand formats. (see Ellis 2000, Spigel and Olsen 2004)
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^1	  See xxx in this collection?
^2	  The distinction I am making here is not new. It is used for example by Theodor Adorno in his distinction between immanent and transcendant criticism (both seen as impossible in their purest form) that he makes in Prisms 1981 check essay title 24-35 approx
^3	  Francis Watson is Prof of New Testament Exegesis, University of Aberdeen.
^4	  Of the two, the TV is more prominently displayed and more often used. Both claim to be everyday textual arrays, but their address to the everyday is rather different.
^5	  As opposed to the public form of Tv developed to an advanced level in Nazi Germany in the late 1930s, where TV was shown in small cinema-like television halls. These were originally public but during the Second World War were increasingly used for military audiences. The technology used was ‘intermediate film’, producing a TV image from scanning film material still wet from development. A considerable amount of this material survived in the East German Film archive.  See  Knut Hickithier’s work on this
^6	  One minor problem of interpretation of material from the first period of TV history running to the mid-1970s or even 1980s in Europe is the fact that TV transmissions were limited to certain times of the day. So TV, though present every day, tended to have an event status in some households, and programmes might have been regarded less as part of a flow (as in "I will watch TV") and more as single texts (as in "I will watch this particular programme").
^7	  Ofcom ref
^8	  Desperate Housewives (Touchstone Television for ABC 2004 - ongoing); Heartbeat (Yorkshire TV/Granada for ITV 1991 - ongoing); Rosemary and Thyme (Carnival Films for ITV 2003 - cant end soon enough)
^9	  For a consideration of the changing levels of spending on TV drama, see Elli8s 2005.
^10	       The Screenonline entry is at http://www.screenonline.org.uk/tv/id/579165/index.html
^11	  See Wheatley. on Armchair Mystery Theatre in the Journal of British Cinema and Television (and another piece coming out in Mulvey and Sexton’s Experimental Television) Though the Ampex system was used, the drama would have been recorded 'as live'. Since video editing did not really exist, the only option for correcting mistakes would have been to re-record the whole 'act' again. And the Armchair theatre schedule, let alone that of the actors, would have permitted that only in extremis. Much of this technical detail is explored in the 1987 documentary  produced by Paul Madden, directed by Laurens Postma  for  Microcraze Productions/Channel 4 when this programme was re-transmitted.
^12	  The Robbins Report of 1963 unleashed a wave of foundations of new universities like Warwick, York, Keele, Sussex, Kent, Exeter, Stirling. It was the beginning of a half century of continual expansion of the university sector so that  “The UK now has more postgraduate students (about 300,000) than there were undergraduates in the early 1960s (about 270,000); and the proportion of women students has doubled from under 25 per cent to 50 per cent”(Williams G, 1997).
^13	  Cited in Theories of Authorship ed. John Caughie (Caughie 1981) p.29. this book is a very useful starting point for understanding debates around authorship in film studies. It should be supplemented by examination of Geoffrey Nowell-Smith’s third edition of his book Luchino Visconti (Nowell-Smith 2003), especially pp.209-223.
^14	  See for instance Michael Balcon on the making of ‘Scott of the Antarctic’ (1948): “In those days, with our eye on the American market, we used to submit our scripts in advance to the appropriate authority in Hollywood…” Balcon (1969) p.174
^15	  See my “British Cinema as Performance Art: ‘Brief Encounter’, ‘Radio Parade of 1935’ and the Circumstances of Film Exhibition” in Ashby & Higson (ed) 2000 pp.95-109
